Abstract
Background

27
High-throughput biodiversity assessment techniques such as metagenomics (Yu et The bash script "BOLD_NCBI_Merger" concatenates multiple filed downloaded 100 from BOLD and NCBI, respectively. Then, COI sequences are extracted from the 101 downloaded BOLD fasta file. Headers of both BOLD and NCBI files are formatted so 102 that vsearch can dereplicate the sequences without cutting the header, and files are 103 concatenated. Then, vsearch is used to dereplicate the sequences in order to prevent 104 overrepresentation of sequences in the final database. In the next step, the headers are 105 formatted so that MEGAN can identify species names. A local blast database is built 106 from the concatenated BOLD and NCBI dataset. Finally, a blast search against the 107 database is performed with a metabarcoding or metagenomics dataset. The resulting 108 txt file can be imported into MEGAN and taxonomic assignments can be exported 109
subsequently. 110
The detailed tutorial including all commands can be found in supplementary material 111 mentioned that the approach of assigning taxonomy to OTUs by using local databases 131 has limitations. As the created database is stored on a local hard drive, it does not 132 receive automated updates and will age. Thus, the databases need to be updated on a 133 regular basis. This requires some effort, since several gigabytes of data need to be 134 downloaded from NCBI and BOLD databases, respectively, which can take several 135 hours. Processing large amounts of data on a local hard drive also requires machines 136 powerful enough to complete the task within a reasonable amount of time. Still, the 137 approach of combining databases will be worth the efforts for many studies targeting 
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